CLEVERPARK
The classy all-rounder

CLEVERPARK

Uniquely clever. The Cleverpark plank is a true all-rounder. It suits every room,
offering a diverse spectrum of colours, wood types and surfaces, demonstrating
competence in the Silente products. The variety of this healthy-to-live, Swiss-made
parquet is unique and offers an ideal solution for every taste and every living
situation. Cleverpark also stands out with its excellent price-quality ratio.
Cleverpark, the classy all-rounder

Cleverpark, Oak Farina, B-Protect®
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PRODUCT INFORMATION
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This beautiful 1250 × 100 mm format suits any room perfectly, be it a spacious living room, a
children’s room, or a large office. The planks create a harmonious and flat overall image, and are
a pleasure to walk barefoot on in the brushed version. Cleverpark is based on the HDF technology, with a resource-saving top layer of 2.5 mm. With full-surface bonding, the planks ensure
whisper-quiet walking. Another advantage of this product line is its optimal energy use with
floor heating. All Cleverpark products have been tested by independent institutions and proved
to be healthy-to-live.
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BAUWERK QUALITY
Bauwerk quality guarantees highest standards which
are sustained by four pillars: development, production,
customer service and floor laying service.
Cleverpark, Oak Avorio, brushed, natural oiled
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«Cradle to Cradle CertifiedTM
is a certification mark licensed by
the Cradle to Cradle Products
Innovation Institute.» Cradle to
Cradle® is a trademark of
MBDC LLC
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Cleverpark, Oak smoked Crema, brushed, B-Protect®

B-PROTECT®
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Natural surface, invisibly protected. Optically, they are hard to distinguish from natural,
untreated wood, while functionally, they offer all the advantage of the classic seal: floors
treated with B-Protect® do not need any special care, they are stain resistant, optimally protected
against scratches, and 100% suitable for a healthy lifestyle. The completed parquet with its
oiled-floor look meets the highest requirements with minimum cleaning.
Many products from the Cleverpark range can be offered with the B-Protect® surface.
For more information, see our range matrix on page 13.

Cleverpark, Oak Farina, B-Protect®

Natural Look

Best Protection

Easy Care

› All B-Protect® colours are
inspired by nature
› Very matt finish

› B-Protect® protects against dirt
› The pores are closed making
it resistant to stains
› Scratches are less visible
› Healthy living: water-based
and solvent free

› No regular care required
› Easy to clean

CLEVERPARK SILENTE
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Ambient and impact sounds are part and parcel of a lively home that welcomes guests and
accommodates children at play. Bauwerk’s Cleverpark Silente is an innovative system solution.
Aside from excellent impact sound reduction, the combination of parquet floors with
Bauwerk’s patented Silente ambient and impact sound insulation mat guarantees a significant
improvement in ambient sound.
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Cleverpark Silente, Oak, matt lacquered
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SILENT
SUSTAINABLE
SMOOTH

* tested by IHD Dresden & EMPA, Dübendorf (IHD-W431)
° tested by ÖTI Vienna & EMPA, Dübendorf (EN ISO10140-1-5:2010)

WOOD TYPES AND COLOURS
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The Cleverpark product line offers a broad range of wood types and colours. Be it the intense
grey of Oak Sasso, the natural colours of Crema B-Protect®, the bright and white shade of
Oak Farina, the gentle brown of Oak Mandorla, or the dark elegance of American walnut –
the variety leaves all design possibilities open. The following colours and wood types are
offered in the Cleverpark range:
Cleverpark

Cleverpark Silente

Oak

Oak Avorio

Oak Caffelatte

Oak Crema

Oak Farina

Oak

Oak Grano

Oak Mandorla

Oak Sasso

Oak slightly
smoked

Oak slightly
smoked Cacao

Oak Farina

Oak slightly
smoked Crema

Oak smoked

Oak smoked
Crema

Maple Canadian

Maple Canadian
Crema

Oak smoked

Ash Farina

Cherry
American

Walnut
American

Cleverpark, Oak Sasso, brushed, B-Protect®

STRUCTURE & SURFACES
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The surface treatments – natural oiled, matt lacquered or B-Protect® – protect the floor
and provide a pleasant and healthy living climate. Many colours are offered with a brushed
surface, providing an even more natural experience.
STRUCTURES

Oak
Oak Avorio
Oak Caffelatte
Oak Crema
Oak Farina
Oak Grano
Oak Mandorla
Oak Sasso
Oak slightly smoked
Oak slightly smoked Cacao
Oak slightly smoked Crema
Oak smoked
Oak smoked Crema
Maple Canadian
Maple Canadian Crema
Ash Farina
Cherry American
Walnut American

Cleverpark, Oak Grano, matt lacquered
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Why don’t you come and visit one of our Worlds of parquet or an installer near you to get an
immediate impression of our Cleverpark and Cleverpark Silente products? You will find a nearby
showroom in the Showroom section of our www.bauwerk-parkett.com website.
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SWISS PRODUCTION

With all Cleverpark products manufactured from scratch at the Bauwerk headquarters
in St. Margrethen, we can guarantee top-quality processing, precision, a sustainable
approach to resources and highest quality control standards. Swiss quality and sensual,
authentic surfaces – hand-in-hand!

SWISS
TRADITION
Bauwerk, a Swiss company with a long tradition,
has been applying its skills, precision and passion to
manufacturing top-quality wooden floors since 1935.
Oak Avorio, brushed, natural oiled
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CLEANING & CARE
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The surface treatment applied to Bauwerk floors protects the valuable parquet from wear
and dirt. Rosa will be happy to give you cleaning tips to maintain this protection for as
long as possible, and preserve the beauty of your parquet floor. Thanks to her helpful advice
on stains and scratches, or the correct use of appropriate cleaning and care agents, you
will enjoy your parquet for a long time. putztipp.bauwerk-parkett.com
All cleaning and care products can be ordered in our parquet worlds, or
conveniently at our online shop. shop.bauwerk-parkett.com

OUR ROSA WILL BE GLAD
TO HELP YOU OUT
Expert knowledge from Bauwerk Parkett. Practical tips and tricks,
and useful videos about parquet cleaning and care.
putztipp.bauwerk-parkett.com

ROSA’S
CLEANING
TIPS

Bauwerk, a Swiss company with a long tradition, has been applying its skills,
precision and passion to manufacturing beautiful top-quality wooden floors since
1935. One of the leading European parquet manufacturers, Bauwerk offers
its customers a comprehensive and innovative range of products that stand for
healthy living and conscious design of the personal living environment.
www.bauwerk-parkett.com

